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Asia Now 2020 invited Chi-Wen Huang (founder of Chi-Wen Gallery) to curate a
platform of Taiwanese Art, bringing together artists and galleries from Taipei.
Participating artists include Su Misu, YU Cheng-Ta, River LIN, SU Hui-Yu, ZhHANG Xu
Zhan, LIN Guan-Ming, SHI Jin-Hua and their representative galleries Chi-Wen Gallery,
Double Square Gallery, Project Fulfill Art Space and Mind Set Art Center.

Yu Cheng-Ta & Ming Wong, Watermelon Love, 2017, Single-channel Video, Colour, Sound, 10’22”
- Courtesy of artists and Chi-Wen Gallery

Yu Cheng-Ta & Ming Wong, Watermelon Love, 2017 - Presented by Chi-Wen
Yu Cheng-Ta (b. 1983), who works primarily with non-professional actors in staged performances.
Yu has developed a body of work that deals with the interstitial spaces and humorous
misunderstandings that arise when different languages and cultures collide. Developed through the
character of FAMEME, a Taiwanese farmer drawn to New York City to promote durian, Yu’s latest
project depicts an outsider’s quest for fame and acceptance in American culture, which was
presented at Taipei Fine Arts Museum from 1st August to 18 October, 2020.
Yu Cheng-Ta and Ming Wong collaborative project “Watermelon Love” brings together artists from
different regions and contest, including Berlin-based American artist Wu Tsang, FAFSWAG, the
Pacific LGBTQ+ collective from New Zealand. Drawing from auteur Tsai Ming-Liang’s themes,
images, languages and more, Ming Wong and Yu Cheng-Ta present themselves as the
“Watermelon sisters”, celestial fairies descended to earth. Ming Wong pays homage to Tsai MingLiang’s “The Wayward Cloud”, in which watermelon is used as a symbol of fertility and sensuality.
“Watermelon Love” explores gender gestures and mixes in traditional huangmei opera,
contemporary popular culture and common scene on the streets in Taipei. Ming Wong linked it to
the historical turning point of Taiwan’s move towards legalizing gay marriage.
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Su Hui-Yu, Future Shock, 2019, Single-channel Video, Colour, Sound, 19’36”
- Courtesy of artist and Double Square Gallery

Su Hui-Yu, Future Shock, 2019 - Presented by Double Square Gallery
Su Hui-Yu (b. 1976) is fascinated by the intricate tapestry interwoven by images, media, history,
and daily life. In his videos, he explores both mass media’s impact on viewers, and the projection
of viewers’ thoughts and desires onto media. He draws from his experiences of being surrounded
by media that range from movie, TV culture, advertisement, state apparatus, terrorism, self and
other, body, projection of desires, and illusion and reality. Recently, Su’s interest in old books, from
which he re-reads, revises and appropriates texts for his work, has led him to a new understanding
of physicality, existence, and history.
In 1970, American futurist Alvin Toffler’s iconic work Future Shock was published. One year later, a
translation by Zhiwen Publishing House hit the market in Taiwan, thus introducing the writer’s
theories to readers of Chinese. The premise of the book can be summed up as: “A future that
comes too quickly creates more apprehension than that of a foreign land. Future society will be
stricken with a plethora of choices, throw-away society, information overload, and unethical
technology.”
The work Future Shock was inspired by Toffler’s original, from which the artist adapted and
developed Toffler’s theories. The artist decided to shoot the film in the southern city of Kaohsiung
for its industrial facilities, modernist architecture, power plants, commercial institutions, and
deserted amusement parks, which were driven by economic policies in the 1970s, but today evoke
feelings of strangeness and nostalgia for the city’s golden age. This past which felt so futuristic 50
years ago is now both confusing and familiar. Future Shock leads audience members to revisit
retro Kaohsiung from a contemporary perspective and look back as if in a dream at the influence of
“modern” and “future” when they were completely new concepts in Asia.

For more information please contact info@doublesquare.com.tw
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Zhang Xu Zhan, Hsin Hsin Joss Paper Store Series Room 004 - Si So Mi, 2017, Single-Channel Animated Video
Installation, Glazed Paper, Paper Mice, Newspaper, Paste, 4’00”- Courtesy of artist and Project Fulfill Art Space

Zhang Xu Zhan, Hsin Hsin Joss Paper Store Series Room 004 - Si So Mi, 2017
Presented by Project Fulfill Art Space
Born in 1988 to the popular century-old Hsin-Hsing Paper Sculpture Store in Xinzhuang, Taipei
County, Zhang Xu-Zhan specializes in creating a riotous profusion of paper effigies ranging from
luxurious mansions and oversized paper dolls to paper-pasted mythological animals and flowers.
The artist is also proficient in employing diverse media such as drawing, stop-motion paper doll and
multi-channel video installation to create animations, videos, experimental films and extended
images. His artworks not only revolve around absurd and bizarre images, but also encapsulate his
wry observations on strange social phenomena and the cul-de-sac his family business (memories)
faces. In other words, the artist’s works feature the unending decay and the post-revelry
companionlessness that serve as part of his life’s rich tapestry.
“The line between life and death impressed deeply on my childhood as I recall a vivid memory of a sunsoaked day at noon, a bucket of water filled almost to the brim, with a cage of newly caught rats half
submerged struggling for freedom, until exhaustion grants them with an inevi- table death”
In the new work Hsin Hsin Joss Paper Store Series Room 004 – Si So Mi, Zhang Xu Zhan
choreographs a dance performed to the German folk song ‘Ach wie ist's möglich dann’*. The imagery
portrayed unfolds in time with the song, revealing a mirror’s reflection, items used for a birthday
celebration, the dwelling place of spirits, a funeral band performing in a forest, and an obscure diary
filled with the logic of existentialism. The work centers on the lowliest of animals, dry and squashed flat,
neglected within the city; humble mice revel in a celebratory dance, telling the story of their own lives
while examining the relationship between life and death. The work’s reference to death not only refers
to the spiritual body, but like the reinterpretation of the German folk song, the work also refers to the
changes in our cultural landscape and material objects becoming obsolete. The artist considers this as
a form of death, however when viewed from another perspective, what was obsolete undergoes a
process of change, transforming into a new form of existence and identity, finding a new approach
when confront- ing death. Xhang Xu Zhan’s artwork consists of animation and film, extending the
exploration of image, video and installation. The artist combines the diverse experiences of existence in
contemporary society. (For more information please contact info@projectfulfill.com)
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Lin Guan-Ming, In the Memories of..., 2008, Single-Channel Video, Colour, Silence, 7’20”
- Courtesy of artist and Project Fulfill Art Space

Lin Guan-Ming, In the Memories of..., 2008
Presented by Project Fulfill Art Space
Lin Guan-Ming’s (b. 1981) art practice reflects on the relationship and possibilities of time and
memory through image manipulation and the production process.
Today, information draws a clear line for the known world. It dictates, as if it proclaimed, “believe,
and you shall gain eternity.” You may opt for “escape”, which is not seen as an act of cowardice or
betrayal, but a desire for freedom between decrees. For the artist, the unanticipated appeals
greater than the expected. One day, near the county borders between Yunlin and Jiayi (southern
Taiwan), and beyond the river’s embankment, a fishing net floating above the sea caught his
attention.
It swept the tranquil surface, hovered mid-air for some time, and eventually plunged into the sea.
His heart palpitated, solely for that fishing net. After bouts of floating and the final dive, there were
no signs of the net in sight, only a silent ocean left behind. Fresh was the moment of the encounter
that’d just passed. Lin asked myself repeatedly, what state of mind this is? Apparently, the fishing
net appeared not as a “fishing net.” He chose to escape the proclamation. Freedom, it is merely s

For more information please contact info@projectfulfill.com
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Shi Jin-Hua, Clothing Project, 2004-2008, Multimedia Installation, Dimensions Variable
- Courtesy of artist and Mind Set Art Center

Shi Jin-Hua, Clothing Project, 2004-2008
Presented by Mind Set Art Center
Born on the island of Penghu in 1964, Shi Jin-Hua is a conceptual and performance artist currently
lives and works in Kaohsiung, Taiwan. Being a type I diabetic, monitoring and recording physical
conditions and insulin injections have been parts of his life since he was 17. Confronting the stern
matter of life and death all the time, Shi treats his own body as an instrument for artistic execution.
His practice relates closely to measuring and recording, reflecting the extraordinary spirit. He has
participated in Taipei Biennial and Asian Art Biennial. Public collections owning his works include
White Rabbit Collection, Australia, National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, Taipei Fine Arts Museum,
Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts ,Art Bank, Taiwan and Fidelity International. A major solo
exhibition of the artist, Lines - Contemporary Religious Art by Shi Jin-Hua, was held at Kaohsiung
Museum of Fine Arts in October, 2017.
Clothing Project was performed when SHI Jin-Hua was an artist in residence in New York MoMA
PS1. The project consisted of the measurement of the perimeter of the art institution. He first
collected clothes donated by PS1 employees and fellow visiting artists. He put on seventy-seven
pieces of the clothes after numbering each of them and took a photograph of each layer that I had
on. Subsequently, the seventy-seven pieces of clothes were cut into strips and sewn into a “tape
measure” to measure the perimeter of PS1. In the end, the perimeter of the center was equivalent
to the length of 21 pieces of clothes sewn together.
This project converted metric units into clothes worn by people. The 21 pieces of clothes which
used to be wrapped around the artist were then surrounding PS1, revealing the relationship and
roles between art institutions and artists.

For more information please contact info@art-msac.com
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River Lin, Sleep in between Tehching Hsieh and On Kawara, but at home, 2020 (Part of Alarm Clock Series Project),
2020, -Courtesy of artist and Chi-Wen Gallery

River Lin, Sleep in between Tehching Hsieh and On Kawara, but at home, 2020

Presented by Chi-Wen Gallery

Born in 1984 in Taipei, River Lin is an independent curator and artist working across the fields of
performing and visual arts. Out of artistic boundary as strategy, River’s work includes site-specific
performance, theatre, dance, and installation making. River concerns culture differences between
generations, the contemporary psychological state, and the performative body in ritual process.

Su Misu, ihategoodbye, 2016 (Presented by Chi-Wen Gallery - Ocula OVR)
Born in 1990 in Taipei, Taiwanese photographer and performance artist Su Misu is known for
her practice in exploration of gender, BDSM and LGBTQ+ topics. Coming from a medical
background, she’s interested in “the synthetic”, “the unnatural”, and other embodiments, using
photography, video and performance to discuss the struggle between what is real and what is
illusory. Su Misu is highlighted in a current CNN Style article on Taiwan as creative haven for
LGBTG art.

For more information please contact gallery@chi-wen.com

